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Jimmy butler paper toss gif

twitter.com/jackfr... If your team can't be brutally honest with you, who can? During Wednesday's game against the Clippers, the Timberwolves had a Kochi lead against Los Angeles but a defensive rebound was Taj Gibson thinking, hey why doesn't the plate lead this over? It's a long shot, literally, but making a fullcourt to finish the half would be a great exclamation point. It... You
didn't see it so well. The fire won't even have a count because he was still in his hand at the bell (but it looks like he seriously tried to shoot instead of keeping his shooting rate). The ball reached the restricted area, a start. Jimmy Butler saw it and instead of laughing at him, he said what was that? This new GIF reaction may live in Twitter's annals for a long time. The two have
played together for years in Chicago and now they're back together in Minnesota, so this is all love. Hopefully Gibson tries this shot again though, only to see Butler's reaction. We have discovered that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in the help
center. Philadelphia 76ers center forward Jimmy Butler knows how to have a good time on the bench, and Wednesday night's game against the Chicago Bulls was no exception. While the Sixers were crushing Chicago in a game that hit Greg Monroe's first three career points, Butler was busy crafting a kite. Throughout the video, it seemed as if Butler was waiting for the right
moment to launch his well-made kite at an unsuspecting teammate or opposing player. @JimmyButler there is making  pic.twitter.com/u1o83Zf4Nz-NBA kites on ESPN (@ESPNNBA) April 11, 2019 Jimmy Butler sat out the game along with most of the Sixers' key players, so it's hard to blame him for entertaining himself (and fans) with some paper art. Besides, this is nothing
new for Teller who has been caught on camera with a different alien while on the bench. Who can forget this classic GIF?... Or what about this when he was a member of the Bulls? There is no doubt that Butler is a walking meme, but he is also one of the most important players in the Sixers team who has great aspirations in the Eastern Region playoffs this year. After getting
Butler and Tobias Harris through the trade this season, Philadelphia put itself to make a deep run in the playoffs. 76ers Jimmy Butler looks as if Chicago All-Star Jimmy Butler has officially taken Boston rookie Jaylen Brown under his wing. Over the weekend, both players posted videos of the two working on the beach, presumably somewhere in Southern California. From Twitter
Brown: pic.twitter.com/bcQwQmh9Iw - Jaylen Brown (@FCHWPO) September 4, 2016 and from Instagram Butler: Note Butler used - particularly referring to Brown as Lil Brothers and giving a shout-out to his friend and fellow Golden Eagle Marquette Jay Crowder. Given that he spent some time with Isaiah Thomas in the lottery draft as well, the evidence is mounting that Butler
may have a slight fascination with the Celtics. Butler and Brown also recently led around singing country music together and collaborated for exercises previously. Follow Mark Van Deusen on Twitter @LucidSportsFan page 2 No posts with the label 3% 20%3E%202. Show the home index index for all posts
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